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Abstract

In this proposal, we introduce a scalable distributed publish/subscribe system for selective
information dissemination. We propose two models A-ToPSS and G-ToPSS for two different
matching problems: approximate matching and semantic matching. A-ToPSS aims at pro-
cessing uncertainty information, while G-ToPSS aims at filtering graph-based metadata. We
describe problems left in these two models and make a plan for the future work.

1 Introduction

With the proliferation of pervasive computing devices, the integration of network access technolo-
gies (mobile wireless and Internet), it is becoming increasingly easier for non-computer oriented
users to publish information on the Internet because of myriads of user-friendly tools that now exist.
As a result, the information on the Internet increases dramatically. Today most information dissemi-
nation services, e.g., RSS aggregator, use a pull-based architecture where users have to actively pull
from a web site to find out what they need. As the amount of information on the Internet is con-
tinuously increasing, the pull-based architecture is not going to scale because it not only consumes
unnecessary resources, but also becomes difficult to ensure timely delivery of updates.

The large amount of information providers offering content are driving the need for an infor-
mation dissemination model that offers its users highly pertinent information in a demand-driven
manner. This can be supported extremely well through the publish/subscribe paradigm, which
anonymously interconnects information providers with information consumers in a distributed en-
vironment. Information providers publish information in the form of publications and information
consumers subscribe their interests in the form of subscriptions. The publish/subscribe system per-
forms the matching task and ensures the timely delivery of publications to all interested subscribers.

Publish/subscribe has been well studied and many systems have been developed supporting this
paradigm. Existing research prototypes, include, among others, Gryphon [7], LeSubscribe [13],
PADRES [14] and ToPSS [19, 27, 30, 9, 17]; industrial strength systems include various imple-
mentations of JMS [16, 24], the CORBA Notification Service [25], and TIBCO’s Tib/Rendezvoud
product [31] and Web Services Notification [6]. There are some open problems for current pub-
lish/subscribe systems.

First, common to all the current systems is the crisp matching semantics, which means that
neither subscribers nor publishers can express uncertain or partial information. However, in many
situations exact knowledge to either specify subscriptions or publications is not available. In these
cases, the uncertainty about the state of the world has to be cast into the crisp data model that defines
absolute limits. Moreover, for a user of the publish/subscribe system it may be much simpler to
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describe the state of the world with vague and uncertain concepts. That means in an approximate
manner.

In a selective information dissemination context, for instance, users may want to submit sub-
scriptions about a book whose constraints on price is “cheap”. On the other hand, information
providers may not have exact information for all items published. In a second-hand market, a seller
may not know the exact age of a antique vase so that she can just describe it as an “old” vase. Tem-
perature and humidity information collected by sensors are often not fully precise, but only correct
within a certain error interval around the value measured. It would be better to publish imprecise
information, rather than a wrong exact value, if such publish/subscribe capabilities were possible.

Also, uncertainty exists for location-based information dissemination services. Owing to the
movement of the mobile user and transmission delay, approximate location would be more ap-
propriate rather than assessing the precise location of each user. To date location-based enabling
technology, for instance, does not allow to continuously and accurately track a user’s location. The
user location is in many current LBS models assumed to be provided by the user herself. If it is
gathered through GPS it is only accurate to a certain degree and can only be gathered so and so
often (e.g., it takes around 30 seconds to get the first location quote.)

All publish/subscribe systems developed to date are based on the assumption that a match be-
tween a subscription stored in the system and an event submitted to the system is either true or false
– that is, a subscription matches or does not match. This partitions the set of subscriptions stored
in the publish/subscribe system into two disjoint subsets, the matching subscriptions and the not-
matching subscriptions. A subscriber is only notified if her subscription is in the set of matching
subscriptions. However, it is very difficult to cast the vagueness inherent in real world scenarios
into a crisp model that establishes exact limits, as we tried to illustrate in the above scenarios.

For these reasons, we think, it is of great advantage to provide a publish/subscribe data model
and an approximate matching scheme that allows the expression and processing of uncertainty for
both subscriptions and publications.

Secondly, most current publish/subscribe systems are based on content matching mechanism
and do not consider the structure or semantics of the data. In systems such as Elvin [29], LeSub-
scribe [13], PADRES [14] and ToPSS [19, 27, 30, 9, 17] and CREAM [11], the publication and
subscription model is based on attribute value pairs. There is no structure and semantic information
associated at all. Systems as described in [15] can process XML publications and XPath subscrip-
tions. However, these approaches are based on a tree index structure to support filtering of XML
documents over XPath quries. These approaches do not support the filtering of graph-structured
data, which is more general than tree-structured data. Graph-based data is used in many emerging
semantic web applications(e.g., blogs, wiki updates).

For example, RDF (Resource Description Framework) is used to represent information and
to exchange knowledge on the web [2]. A RDF document is represented as a directed labelled
graph. An application for filtering RDF documents is RSS (RDF Site Summary) [5], a RDF-based
language for expressing content changes on the web, which has grown considerably in popularity.
RSS is so versatile that any kind of content changes can be described (e.g., web site modifications,
wiki updates, history of a source code from a versioning software (e.g., CVS)).

However, existing RSS systems do not scale well. In current RSS delivery systems, multi-
ple RSS aggregators continuouslypoll numerous RSS feed sites [1], which results in that web-
sites hosting popular RSS feeds can be significantly overloaded with useless network traffic. The
publish/subscribe system offers a solution to avoid the inherent polling-based design and provides
scalability, as more users publish and expect to stay current with changes submitted by others.

Use of RDF also makes it possible to use ontologies built on top of RDF using languages such as
RDFS [3] and OWL [4] to process syntactically different, but semantically-equivalent information.
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Existing work as in Racer [15] is a publish/subscribe system based on a description logics inference
engine and can be used for RDF/OWL filtering. But racer does not scale well, the matching time
for Racer is in the order of 10s of seconds even for very simple subscriptions (e.g.retrieve(book)).

Considering both expressiveness and scalability, it would be better if a publish/subscribe system
model is developed to support large-volume graph-based content distribution from diverse sources
and allows the use of ontologies to specify class taxonomy as semantic information about the data.

Up to now, we discuss two matching problems in publish/subscribe system: approximate match-
ing and semantic matching. These two problems are discussed with respect to a centralized archi-
tecture. To provide better scalability, several previous work have proposed a distributed architecture
that uses a network of brokers [10, 8, 26]. In a distributed publish/subscribe, there are three main
entities: publishers, subscribers and brokers. Publishers send all data to a broker (or a network
of brokers). Subscribers register their interest in receiving certain data with a broker. The broker
records (persists) all subscriptions in the system, matches them against incoming publications and
notifies the corresponding subscribers. Other than matching problem, information routing is an-
other important problem in a distributed publish/subscribe system. Routing directs forwarding, the
passing of pieces of information from their source toward their ultimate destination through inter-
mediary nodes (called routers). In a content-based distributed system, messages from publishers
(publications) do not contain any address; instead, they are routed through the system based on their
content.

A network of brokers can be formed to create a content-based routing system. To avoid prop-
agating subscriptions to all brokers in the network and to improve the matching efficiency,Cov-
ering andmergingare two optimizations for content-based routing [18], which ”combine” related
subscriptions together and propagate the combined subscription to reduce the network traffic and
increase the efficiency. Therefore, how to define correspondent covering and merging for the above
two models aiming at approximate matching and semantic matching, respectively. Moreover, new
routing algorithms are needed for the routing computations. Especially considering the popularity
of semantic web, how to define routing computations involving ontologies in a distributed system
gives rise to another interesting problem.

The Middleware System Research Group at the University of Toronto is working on the Toronto
Publish/Subscribe System (ToPSS) family of research projects for distributed event-based process-
ing. A-ToPSS and G-ToPSS are two projects among them. My previous work has described a pub-
lish/subscribe system (A-ToPSS) supporting uncertainties including the language model, the match-
ing semantics, the data structure and the algorithms underlying the computations for A-ToPSS in a
distributed content-based routing [21, 19, 20]. Similar problems for Graph-based Publish/Subscribe
System (G-ToPSS) have also been developed [28]. However, these two models haven’t not been
investigated completely and can be improved. In this proposal, we will discuss the directions for
improvement, explore their feasibility and make a plan for the next step.

2 Research Plan

The above two models can be improved from the following aspects.

1. In the A-ToPSS model, we use fuzzy sets to represent an uncertain constraint over all possible
values the attribute can take. A fuzzy set is represented by a membership function. Figure 1
shows an example of a possible membership function for the fuzzy set of “warm”. To choose
an appropriate membership function for a user to define his own specification is a challenge. It
would be better to provide default membership function representations for uncertain notions
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Figure 1: Possible Membership function of “warm” for temperature in◦C

where the default functions represent the perspective of the majority of users for a given
attribute.

2. In the distributed G-ToPSS model, currently we only consider the covering, merging and
intersecting algorithms based on the structures of subscription graph patterns. However, the
complete G-ToPSS model involves the support of ontologies. Therefore, we need to extend
the routing computations for ontologies. New covering, merging and intersecting algorithms
for ontologies should be developed for distributed routing of graph-based metadata.

3. Many methods have been proposed to process imperfect information. Besides fuzzy set and
possibility theory, probabilities are extensively used to model uncertainties. What is the differ-
ence between these two methods and how to compare their performance is the third problem
we will consider.

In this section, we will discuss the first two problems in detail and the third problem is under
investigation.

2.1 Membership Function Mining

The A-ToPSS model offers its users great flexibility and leaves room for tuning a wide range of
default parameters. It is often a challenge to select the right membership function parameterization,
the exact number of membership functions to represent one dimension, the appropriate aggregation
functions or the right thresholds. Users may like to define their own specifications according to the
information of other people’s requirements. It will be more convenient if we could provide them
with the aggregated knowledge of current data in the system. For example, a user wants to get to
know the average price for a second-hand car and buy one with a price relative to the notion of cheap
in the system. Therefore, his specification for the price may vary according to the average price. If
the average price is 10K dollars, he will define his expectation between 8K to 11K. However, if the
average price is 5K, his expected price will decrease to[4k, 6k].

A-ToPSS is used in a context where many subscribers (potentially millions) seek the right infor-
mation. Consequently, much information about what defines certain concepts in specific domains is
readily available, such as an “average understanding” of what constitutes a “cheap” price of a pop-
ular electronics gadget available in an online auction. If this information could be exploited, better
default parameter choices could be determined for subscribers and publishers of such a system.

In A-ToPSS we experiment with a clustering-based approach that determines default value set-
tings from historical data (i.e., from past subscriptions and publications). We demonstrate our ap-
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proach on real data traces that we have collected from an online auction site.
In the clustering analysis we do not differentiate between subscriptions or publications, but

mine for default parameterizations of the membership functions underlying both entities. This is
possible due to the link of a fuzzy set and a possibility distribution, explained in further detail
in [21]. The mined parameterization is then used to provide default values for imperfect concepts.
Currently, we focus on estimating the number of concepts that define one dimension and their
function representation. For example, the dimension price, could be represented by the concepts
”cheap”, ”fair” and ”expensive” or by four concepts, adding, for instance, ”luxurious”. Each of
these concepts is represented by a parameterized membership function, which can be adapted to a
specific understanding by modifying its parameters.

There are two difficulties in membership function mining. One is that the feasibility of learning
depends on the distribution of the data in data set. To learn parameters for membership functions is
a complicated task. There are two steps. First, the number of membership functions to represent the
characteristics of one attribute should be decided. Next, the parameters to represent the shape of the
function is learned for each membership function. The first problem is a clustering problem and the
second is a regression problem. Both problems depend on the distribution of the data. The solutions
only exist when the data set can be classified into several categories and there is a pattern for each
category. Therefore, the first task is to verify that the data can be classified and data patterns exist in
the real world. We will find a real world data set which is applicable to our model and can be used
for membership function mining.

Given the data set, many learning methods have been proposed for solving the clustering prob-
lem and the regression problem. For clustering, we can apply K-means algorithm [22] or the DB-
scan algorithm [12]. K-means is a partitioning clustering algorithm. Using K-means, the number of
clusters needs to be defined beforehand and assign each piece of data into a cluster. The number of
clusters is not required to be defined beforehand in the DBscan algorithm. DBscan it is a density-
based algorithm for discovering clusters in a large data set. Clusters are generated according to the
density in one cluster. However, the density and the minimum number of neighbors are required to
be given at the beginning. The regression problem is to find a functionf such that

m∑

i=1

|f(xi)− yi|2

is minimized. Neural network learning method is a good fit for this problem [23].
Finally, the evaluation of the membership functions learned from historical data is addressed.

This is to evaluate whether the functions we get really reflect the common understanding of most
people for a given notion; and whether the default parameters provide the users a better understand-
ing of the information currently in the system and help the users to define their interests accordingly.
In order to answer these questions, evaluation has to be performed in an interactive process where
humans are involved to assess the correctness of the membership functions.

2.2 Semantic Matching and Routing Computation

There are two levels of semantic matching and routing in publish/subscribe systems. One is for
single broker or a set of brokers where their subscription and publication language models are the
same, but the terms used in the language are different. For example, two subscriptions about vehi-
cles are subscribed from two brokers separately. Both subscriptions are in a predicate-based form
where each predicate is a triple consisting of the attribute, operator and value. One uses “car” as the
attribute name and the other uses "automobile". The semantics among different terms need to be
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exploited for semantic matching and routing. The other level is in the semantic mapping between
different language models. Similar to the data integration in database, in publish/subscribe systems,
there also exists a problem to integrate the subscription and publication information among different
brokers. For example, one broker use a content-based publish/subscribe model where the subscrip-
tions and publications are expressed by a set of predicates. Another broker accepts subscriptions
and publications in the form of XML document and XPath. To merge these subscriptions together,
we need to exploit the semantic mapping between two language models. In this paper, we only
consider the semantic matching and routing in the first level.

The components in a publish/subscribe system, especially a distributed environment, are a priori
decoupled, anonymous, and do not necessarily “speak” the same language. However, different lan-
guage may refer to the same entity or have the same meaning in the real world. This problem can be
solved by a semantic publish/subscribe system, which based the matching on semantics, not syntax
of the language. The main functionality that a semantic publish/subscribe system needs to provide
is best illustrated using an example. For example, suppose we have a job-finder application used by
interested companies to look for potential employees. If there is a company recruiter interested in
candidates who graduated from a certain university, with a PhD degree and with at least 4 years of
professional experience, then the recruiter would subscribe to the following:

S : (university = Toronto) ∧ (degree = PhD) ∧ (professional_experience ≥ 4).

A prospective candidate would enter the following event using the job-finder application:

E : (school, Toronto)(degree, PhD)(work_experience, true)(graduation_year, 2000).

Then the pub/sub system running the job-finder application should match the event and the subscrip-
tion above, and send the resume of the candidate to the company recruiter since(university =
Toronto) and(school, Toronto) refer to the same entity and(graduation_year, 1990) implies
the candidate have 6 years of professional experience.

Similarly, in a distributed semantic publish/subscribe system, covering and merging algorithms
can be applied to the subscriptions with the related semantics though they have no relation from the
aspect of the language syntax. From example, we have two subscriptions that both are interested in
buying a used car. These two subscriptions are subscribed from different brokers and use different
languages in the following forms:

S1 : (car = honda) ∧ (age ≤ 5)

S2 : (automobiles = ACCORD) ∧ (bought_year ≥ 2003)

From the aspect of syntax, there is no relation betweenS1 andS2. However,S1 coversS2 if the
semantics of the terms used in the subscriptions are considered.

As explained in [27], usually, there are three semantics relationships: synonymous, concept
hierarchy (is-a) and computation mappings. As in the above example, “car” and “automobile” are
synonyms and “bought_year ≥ 2003” is equivalent to “age ≤ 3” by additional computations.

In a semantic publish/subscribe systems, subscriptions and publications can be first processed by
transforming to uniform semantic equivalent forms, then matching, covering or merging algorithms
are applied to uniform equivalents.

The G-ToPSS model supports a special semantic matching using ontology for graph-based meta-
data. A RDFS class taxonomy withis-a relationship is the semantic information about asubject
or anobject that is available in the G-ToPSS ontology. Multiple inheritance is allowed and the
only restriction on the taxonomy is that it must be acyclic. All instances of a class are listed in the
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taxonomy. Alternatively, this information can be specified in the RDF graph using atypeproperty,
but for simplicity we have opted to include this information in the taxonomy.

When filtering, a subscription is matched if and only if both the content and the ontology con-
straints of each node are satisfied. The ontology constraint for each node is expressed by (?x op v)
where?x refers to a variable node andv is a class.op is is-a operators and is in the form of=, ≤
and≥ but with alternative semantics.≤ means the instance value of?x is the descendant of the
classv. ≥ means that the instance value of?x is the ancestor of classv. = means that the value of
?x is the direct instance of classv (i.e., a child ofv). For the class taxonomy filtering constraint (?x
op v), we need to check the descendent-ancestor relationship between the specific instance value
?x and the classv by traversing the taxonomy tree. For example, in a subscription to search for a
certain paper, the paper node has a taxonomy constraint that it has to belong to publications. This
node can be matched by node “Arno’s paper]17” since it is descendant of class “Publication.”

In a distributed G-ToPSS model, the subscription cover relation should be defined to include
ontology cover relation to compromise semantics covering and merging algorithms. Ontology cover
relation can be defined according to the ancestor-descendent relationship between two classes and
the similarity measurement for merging can be defined as the distance of two classes in the ontology
tree.

Academia

UniversityResearch
Lab

UofTMITIBM

Home Page
#325

Middleware Group

Development
Pub/Sub System

Aspect Oriented
Software Oriented

Figure 2: Example taxonomy

In Figure 2, we show an example of a class taxonomy about an academic webpages system.
Class “Academia” includes twosubclasses: “Research Lab” and “University”. Class “Middleware”
includes “Pub/Sub” and “AOP” two subclasses. The document instance “Home page]325” belongs
to both “UofT” and “Pub/Sub”.

According to the above ontology, class taxonomy constraint (?x,≤, university) will cover the
constraint (?x, ≤, UofT ) sinceuniversity class is the ancestor ofUofT class. And constraints
(?x, =, UofT ) and (?x, =, MIT ) can be merged into one constraint (?x, ≤, university) where
use the ancestor of bothUofT andMIT as the class constraint.

Together with existing covering and merging algorithms for only structure information of G-
ToPSS model, a completed routing computations will be proposed to support distributed filtering of
graph-based structured data with ontology support.

3 Status

The following results have been achieved over the past three years.
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1. An approximate publish/subscribe model to express uncertainties in both subscriptions and
publications has been proposed. This model applies when exact information to specify pub-
lications and subscriptions is not available. Fuzzy set theory and possibility theory are used
to represent uncertainty in this model. An approximate matching relation between publica-
tions and subscriptions is defined. Two matching algorithm exhibiting different trade-offs are
designed to solve the approximate publish/subscribe matching problem.

2. A coveringandmergingscheme is developed to extend the approximate publish/subscribe
model to a content-based routing model (i.e., a distributed publish/subscribe model.) Efficient
algorithms are proposed and implemented supporting approximate content-based routing.

3. To support semantic matching, a graph-based publish/subscribe architecture for dissemination
of RDF data, such as RSS, is proposed. In this model publications and subscriptions are
graph-structured objects. A matching relation is defined on these graph structures. As an
application, the fast filtering of RDF metadata, such as publications extracted from RSS feeds
is demonstrated.

4. A coveringandmergingscheme is developed to extend the graph-structured publish/subscribe
model to a content-based routing model (i.e., a distributed publish/subscribe model.) Algo-
rithms for computingcoveringandmergingrelations over graph-structured data are proposed
and evaluated. The approach is applied to the filtering of RDF-based metadata, such as RSS
feeds, in distributed publish/subscribe architectures.

Based on this proposal, the following tasks will be carried out to complete this thesis.

1. Develop an algorithm to mine default parameters for membership functions based on statisti-
cal information and historical data.

2. Design an experiment to evaluate the practicality of the membership function mining algo-
rithm and assess the advantage of the approximate publish/subscribe system over traditional
publish/subscribe models. An effort will be made to use real-world data for the comparison.
The source of this data is uncertain at this point.

3. Exploit the semantic covering and merging operations on ontologies to complete the work of
semantic matching and routing.

4. Investigate the applicability of probabilities in the publish/subscribe model. This will re-
sult in a probabilistic publish/subscribe model. This model represents an alternative for the
representation of uncertainties. A comparison to the traditional, the approximate, and the
graph-structured model will be made.
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